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NEW QUESTION: 1
Regarding LTE paging, which of the following description are ?
(Multiple Choice)
A. The larger the number of paging packets Nb, the smaller the
paging capacity
B. The larger the number of paging packets Nb, the greater the
paging capacity
C. The greater the default paging cycle, the more power the
phone saves
D. The larger the default paging cycle, the more power the
phone consumes
Answer: B,C,D

NEW QUESTION: 2
The emergency evacuation and disaster plan should be:
A. None of the above
B. Detailed
C. Tested initially
D. All of the above
E. Updated as required
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
Consider the following process model:

Which statement is true with respect to the authenticate
customer, verify authorization, and verify funds availability
activities?
A. They never occur at the same time.
B. They must occur at the same time.
C. They may occur at the same time.
D. They always occur at the same time.
Answer: C
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